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Abstract 

Green and Ateniese introduced the notion of identity-based proxy re-encryption (IB-

PRE), whereby the proxy can covert a ciphertext encrypted under the delegator's identity 

to an encryption under the delegatee's identity of the same message. In some situations, 

biometric, such as dactylogram, was used as identities. However, these biometric 

identities will inherently have some noise when they are sampled each time. To make 

identity-based proxy re-encryption flexible on identities, we introduced a new primitive 

called fuzzy identity-based proxy re-encryption (FIB-PRE), in which an identity is viewed 

as a set of descriptive attributes. In a fuzzy identity-based proxy re-encryption scheme, an 

identity  can decrypt a ciphertext re-encrypted under another identity , if and only if 

 and  are close to each other as measured by the “set overlap” distance metric. In 

this work, we first formulate the security model of a FIB-PRE scheme. Finally, we present 

a construction of FIB-PRE and prove its CCA security under the decisional bilinear 

Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption in the random model. 

 

Keywords: Proxy re-encryption; Identity-based proxy re-encryption; Fuzzy identity-

based proxy re-encryption; Chosen-ciphertext security   

 

1. Introduction 

Proxy re-encryption (PRE), introduced by Blaze, Bleumer and Strauss [1], enables a 

semi-trusted proxy to transform Alice's ciphertext into Bob's ciphertext of the same 

message without revealing the underlying message. PRE has found lots of applications 

such as distributed file system and outsourced filtering of encrypted spam [2]. If a re-

encryption key can transform Alice's ciphertext to Bob's ciphertext and vice versa, then 

the scheme is bidirectional. Otherwise, it is unidirectional. PRE can be further divided 

into two categories: multi-hop and single-hop PRE. In a multi-hop PRE scheme, 

ciphertexts can be transformed from Alice to Bob and then to Carol, and so on. If 

ciphertexts can be transformed to Bob only, then the scheme is single-hop. 

To simplifying the public key certificates management, Green and Ateniese [3] 

introduced the notion of identity-based proxy re-encryption. In an IB-PRE scheme, the 

proxy is allowed to convert an encryption under Alice's identity into the encryption under 

Bob's identity. Chun and Tzeng [4] introduced two IB-PRE schemes, which are both 

secure in the standard model based on Waters IBE scheme [5]. However, both Green and 

Ateniese's scheme [3] and Chun and Tzeng's scheme [4] are not collusion resistant. The 

collusion resistant property means that, the proxy colluding with a set of delegatees is 

only able to decrypt the delegator's ciphertext, but cannot reveal the delegator's private 

key. Shao and Cao [6] proposed a collusion resistant multi-use unidirectional IB-PRE 

from a CPA-secure non-anonymous hierarchical identity based encryption. To capture 

fine-grain delegations, Liang, Liu, Tang, Wong and Tang [7] proposed an identity-based 
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conditional proxy re-encryption scheme, whereby ciphertext only satisfying a special 

condition can be convert from Alice's identity to Bob's identity. 

As described in [8], in some situations a user's biometric, such as iris scan, may used as 

his identity. Since biometric measurements are noisy, an error-tolerance on identities may 

need to enable the delegatee to decrypt a ciphertext re-encrypted with a slightly distance. 

Unfortunately, none of the existed IB-PRE schemes achieve the fuzzy property. This 

work focuses filling such a gap. To our best knowledge, this is the first solution for fuzzy 

identity-based proxy re-encryption. Here, we compare our scheme with previous IB-PRE 

schemes in terms of security and properties. 

Table 1.  Comparison with [3, 5, 6, 7] 

Schemes Fuzzy on identity? CPA or CCA Collusion resistant? 

IB-PRE [3] No CCA No 

IB-PRE [5] No CCA No 

IB-PRE [6] No CCA Yes 

IB-CPRE [7] No CCA Yes 

Our scheme Yes CCA Yes 

 

1.1. Our Contributions  

In this work, we first formalize the definition and security models for FIB-PRE scheme. 

In our definition, a proxy re-encrypted a ciphertext from identity  to identity . Then, 

an identity  can decrypt the ciphertext, if and only if  and  are within a certain 

distance of each other as judged by some metric. Furthermore, we present a unidirectional 

single-hop FIB-PRE scheme and prove its against chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA) 

security under the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption. 

Here we further describe the difficulty of constructing a CCA-secure unidirectional 

single-hop FIB-PRE scheme. One may think it is trivial to construct a CCA-secure FIB-

PRE by combing a fuzzy IBE and a CCA secure proxy re-encryption. However it is not 

true for some reasons. Firstly, as in former proxy re-encryption schemes [2, 9], the secret 

and public key for a user  is set to be  and , where  and . The mast 

secret  of a re-encryption key is set to be the exponent for 

element . However, in the identity-based setting [4, 10], the secret key for an 

identity is set be an element in  and the public key is . The element  cannot 

be used as the exponent anymore. Secondly, the former fuzzy IBE scheme [8] only 

achieves chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) secure, thus we cannot combine the fuzzy IBE 

scheme [8] with a CCA-secure PRE scheme straightly. 

To solve the above problems, we first use the F-O conversion [11] to get a CCA-secure 

fuzzy IBE scheme. Secondly, we use the “token-controlled” method to achieve a FIBE-

PRE scheme. Formally, in the re-encryption key generation algorithm, we select a random 

token  as the secret for the polynomial. And also we let  involved in the delegatee's 

identity. When performing the re-encryption, the original ciphertext is “semi-decrypted” 

by the proxy using the re-encryption key. At last, the re-encrypted ciphertext is only 

relevant to the token , which is encrypted under . Using the secret key of , he can 

recover  and furthermore recover the message. The details will be described in section 3. 
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1.2. Paper Organization  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first provide the basic primitives and 

the security model for an FIB-PRE scheme in section 2. In Section 3, we present our FIB-

PRE scheme and prove its CCA security. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 4. 

  

2. Preliminaries 

 
2.1. Negligible function 

A function  is said to be negligible if for all positive integer  

there exists a  such that  for all . 

 
2.2. Bilinear map 

Let  and  be two multiplicative cyclic groups with the same prime order , and  

be a generator of . A bilinear pairing is a map  with the following 

properties [10, 12]: 

1.   for all  and  

2.  . 

3.  There is an efficient algorithm to compute   for all  

 
2.3. Decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption 

Let  be a bilinear map. The DBDH assumption [8] relative to  and 

 holds, if the following probability is negligible: 

 

. 

 
2.4. Fuzzy identity-based proxy re-encryption 

In this subsection, we will provide the definition of fuzzy identity-based proxy re-

encryption. In our scheme, an identity is viewed as a set of descriptive attributes.  

Definition 1 (FIB-PRE). A (single-use) fuzzy identity-based proxy re-encryption scheme 

[3] consists of the following algorithms: 

 : The  algorithm is run by the private key generator (PKG), on input 

a security parameter , the global public parameters  including the threshold , 

and mast secret key  are outputted. 

 : On input the mast secret key  and an identity , output 

the private key  for identity . 

 : On input a message  and an identity , output an original 

(level 2) ciphertext . Here  denotes the message space. 

 : On input identities  and the secret key , 

output the re-encryption key . 
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 : On input a re-encryption key  and a 

level 2 ciphertext  under identity , output an re-encrypted ciphertext (level 1) 

. 

 : On input an identity , a private key  and a second 

level ciphertext , output the plaintext  or an error symbol . 

 : On input an identity , a private key  and a first 

level ciphertext , output the plaintext  or an error symbol . 

Note that we omit the global parameters  as the other algorithms' input for 

simplicity. The correctness of FIB-PRE means that, for any message , 

, , and 

, where  and . 

, and 

. 

 
2.5. Security notion for FIB-PRE 

In this subsection, we will provide the game-based security definition of FIB-PRE 

scheme. As in [3, 5], our security model considers the CCA-security of the second level 

ciphertext and the first level ciphertext in the selective-identity model. The two security 

games are denoted as IND-level2-CCA and IND-level1-CCA individually. As in [8], in a 

selective-identity model, the adversary  declares the target identity  that he wishes to 

be challenged at the beginning of the security game. 

Definition 2 (IND-level2-CCA). An (single-use) FIB-PRE scheme is IND-level2-CCA 

secure if no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary  can win the game below 

with non-negligible advantage. Next in the game, let  be the challenger and  be the 

security parameter. 

1. Setup. The challenger  Runs the  algorithm to get , and returns 

 to the adversary . 

2. Query phase 1.  makes the following queries: 

(a) : run the  algorithm to get , and returns  

to the adversary . 

(b) : run the  algorithm to get 

, and returns the result to . 

(c) : run the  algorithm to get a 

first level ciphertext , and returns  to . 

(d) : run the  algorithm to get the 

underlying message , and returns the result to . 
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 (e) : run the  algorithm to get the underlying 

message , and returns the result to . 

3. Challenge. Once  decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs two equal length message 

. The challenger  chooses a random bit  and sends the challenge 

ciphertext  to , if the following queries are never made: 

-- , where , and  

--  and , where . 

4. Query phase 2.  continues making queries as in the query phase 1, except the 

following queries: 

(a) , where ;     

(b)  and , where ;    

(c)  and , where ;  

(d) , where ; 

(e) , where , if  is a derivative of . As defined 

in [18], derivative of  is defined as follows: 

--  is a derivative of itself; 

-- If the adversary  has issued  query to obtain a re-encryption 

key , and compute , then  is a derivative of 

. 

-- If the adversary  has issued  and obtained . Then  is 

a derivative of . 

5. Guess.  outputs the guess . The adversary wins if . 

We say that a FIB-CPRE scheme is IND-level2-CCA secure, if the following 

probability is negligible for all probabilistic polynomial time adversary : 

. 

 Definition 3 (IND-level1-CCA). The IND-level1-CCA considers the indistinguishability 

of the original ciphertext. The adversary is privided with an original ciphertext in the 

challenge phase. A complementary definition of security captures the inability to 

distinguish the re-encrypted ciphertext as well. The queries in IND-level1-CCA game is 

almost the same as IND-level2-CCA game unless in the following ways: (1) For single-

use proxy re-encryption schemes, the adversary is provided with access to all re-

encryption keys, thus the re-encryption oracle becomes useless; (2) The adversary can re-

encrypted any second level ciphertext, and the make a level1 decryption oracle, thus the 

level 2 decryption oracle is unnecessary;  

The FIB-CPRE scheme is said to be IND-CCA secure if both  

and  are negligible. 
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3. Our proposed FIB-PRE Scheme 
 
3.1. Construction 

We first define the Lagrange coefficient  for  and a set , of elements 

in : 

. 

Our proposed FIB-PRE consists of the following algorithms: 

 : Let  be the security parameter, and  be the bilinear map 

parameters.  is the threshold, which means an identity  is able to decrypt a 

ciphertext re-encrypted under identity , if and only if . Let 

 be the message space, , 

, , , 

 be hash functions. Randomly chooses , and 

computes . An identity  will be a set of described attributes $. Let 

the public key is  and the mast 

secret key is . 

 : Given an identity , the PKG randomly chooses a  

degree polynomial , such that . For each , selects a random 

value , and computes 

, 

 and sets the secret key . 

 : To encrypt a message  under identity , the sender selects a 

random , and computers , and outputs the second level 

ciphertext  as follows: 

, 

. 

 : On input two identities , and  private key 

. The  algorithms proceeds as follows: 

(a) Select random values , computes  

 

. 

(b) Select random values , computes  and sets 

 

. 

(c) Return . 

 : On input a re-encryption key  

and a second level ciphertext   
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 under the keyword set . Recover , for all , 

the proxy checks whether the following equalities hold:  

 

If not, outputs . Otherwise if , outputs , else chooses an arbitrary 

 elements subset, , and computes  

. 

Finally, output the re-encrypted ciphertext  

. 

 : First check the validity of the ciphertexts as in equations 

(1)-(2). If the verification fails, output  and abort. Otherwise, proceeds 

If , output , else chooses an arbitrary  elements subset, 

, and computes  

 

and checks whether  

 

hold. If yes, returns , else returns . 

 : On input a first level ciphertext  

 , an identity  and the secret key 

, proceeds 

(a) For each , Verifies 

      ,                                  (3) 

.                 (4) 

If the equations (3)-(4) do not hold, output  and abort. Otherwise, proceeds. 

(b) If , output , else chooses an arbitrary  elements subset, 

, and computers  

 

 

Then, checks whether  

 

 hold. If not returns  and abort, else 
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(c) Compute , , . Output  

if , else output  and abort. 

Correctness. It is straightforward to verify that all the correctly generated original/re-

encrypted ciphertexts can be correctly decrypted.   

 
3.2. Security of our FIB-PRE scheme 

In this subsection, we prove the IND-CCA security for our scheme without random 

oracles.  

Theorem 1. Our FIB-PRE scheme is IND-CCA secure assuming the DBDH assumption 

holds, and , are collision-resistant hash functions. 

Lemma 1. Our FIB-PRE scheme is IND-level2-CCA secure assuming the DBDH 

assumption holds, and , are collision-resistant hash functions. 

Proof. Suppose there is an adversary  who can break the IND-leval2-CCA security of 

our FIB-PRE scheme with non-negligible probability . We can construct a simulator  to 

solve DBDH problem with probability , such that . Simulator  inputs a 

DBDH instance  and has to distinguish  from a random 

value in .  first generates the target identity  that it intends to attack.  selects a 

random value , and sets .  also set . The intuition behind 

this assignment is that the mast secret key is set to be  for some unknown value . 

The random oracles  are controlled by  as follows. 

If  queries  to the random oracle ,  searches  for an entry . 

If such an entry exists , returns  as the answer. Otherwise, selects a random , and 

returns  as the answer. Finally, adds  to . 

If  queries  to the random oracle ,  searches  for an entry . If such 

an entry exists , returns  as the answer. Otherwise, selects a random , and 

returns  as the answer. Finally, adds  to . 

If  queries  to the random oracle ,  searches  for an 

entry . If such an entry exists , returns  as the answer. 

Otherwise, selects a random , and computers . Returns  as the answer and 

adds  to . 

If  queries  to the random oracle ,   searches  for an entry . If 

such an entry exists , returns  as the answer. Otherwise, selects a random . If 

, computes , else computes . Returns  as the answer, and adds 

 to . 

If  queries  to the random oracle ,  searches  for an entry . If such 

an entry exists , returns  as the answer. Otherwise, selects a random , and returns 

 as the answer. Finally, adds  to $. 

Next,  maintains the following tables which are initially empty. 

 : records the tuples , which are the information of secret keys; 

 : records the tuples , which are the result 

of the queries to , where  denotes the re-encryption 

key is a valid one, and  denotes the re-encryption key is a random value. 
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 : records the tuples , which are the result 

of the queries to , where  denotes the re-

encrypted ciphertext is generated under a valid re-encryption key, and  

denotes the re-encrypted ciphertext is generated under a random re-encryption key. 

1. Setup: Let  be the security parameter,  be the threshold, and  be 

bilinear map. The global public parameters are  

. 

2. Query phase 1:  issues a series of queries to which  responds as follows: 

(a) :  first checks whether , if not output  and abort. 

Otherwise  searches , if  exists in , returns  

as the result. else,  generates a biased coin  so that  for some 

 that will be determined later. 

-- If ,  outputs a random bit and aborts. 

-- If ,  first defines three sets  in the following manner  

. 

 be any set such that  and , and . For 

each , sets  

 

 

where ,  are randomly chosen in . The intuition behind these 

assignments is that we implicitly choosing a randomly  degree polynomial 

 by selecting  points  in  in addition to setting  

for some unknown . 

For each , computes 

, 

, 

where  is randomly chosen in . Let , and  

defined as above. We then have 

 

and 
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Therefor, the simulator is able to construct a private key for an identity . 

Furthermore, the distribution of the private key for identity  is identical to 

that of the real scheme. Finally  adds  to . 

(b) :  first checks that  if  exists in 

 and , if this checking do not hold, output  and abort. 

Otherwise,  searches whether there is a tuple  in 

. If yes,  returns  as the result, where  is the wildcard. 

Otherwise,  proceeds as follows: 

-- If  exists in ,  uses  to generate the re-encryption 

key  visa algorithm  as in the real scheme. Returns the re-

encryption key to  and adds  to , 

where  is randomly chosen in the  algorithm. 

-- Otherwise,  flips a biased coin . If ,  queries the  

oracle to get , and then generates  visa algorithm  as 

in the real scheme. Returns the re-encryption key to  and adds  

and  to  and  respectively, 

where  is randomly chosen in the  algorithm. If ,  

sets ,  , ,  

for randomly chosen . Then  constructs  

 to encrypted a random  as in the real scheme.  forwards 

the re-encryption key to  and adds  to . 

(c) :  first searches whether there is a tuple   

 in . If yes,  returns  as the result, where  is 

the wildcard. Otherwise,  proceeds as follows: 

-- If  exists in ,  uses  to 

generate  visa algorithm  as in the real scheme. Returns  to  

and adds  to . 

-- Otherwise,  first issues , to obtain re-encryption key 

. Next, generates  as the real scheme and adds 

 and  to the  

and  respectively. 

(d) :  first verifies equations (1)-(2). If the equations do not hold, 

output  and abort. Otherwise,  proceeds: 

-- If  exists in , where , using to 

recover . 
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-- Otherwise,  searches ,  to see whether there exists  and 

 such that 

, 

 

If yes, sends  to the adversary to , otherwise output  and abort. 

(e) :  first verifies equations (2)-(4). If the equations do not hold, 

output  and abort. Otherwise,  proceeds: 

-- If  exists in , return  as the result. 

-- Else,  searches whether  exists in , where 

, if yes,  recovers  using . Otherwise,  issues 

 to the  oracle to get . Then using ,  

can recover  as in the real scheme. 

3. Challenge: Once  decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs two equal length 

message ,  first checks whether the following two conditions hold: 

--  does not exists in , where , and 

-- , and  do not exists in  and 

, where . 

If the above two conditions do not hold,  outputs a random bit and aborts. Else,  

chooses a random ,  and computes 

, 

where  makes a query  to the random oracle  for an entry 

 and query  for  to the random oracle  

for an entry . Finally  sends  to . 

Notice, let , if , then 

, 

This is a valid second level ciphertext for message  under identity . 
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4. Query phase 2:  continues making queries as in the query phase 1 with the 

restrictions described in the IND-level2-CCA game. 

5. Guess:  outputs the guess , if , then output  meaning ; 

else output  meaning . 

Observe that, if ,  is indeed a valid challenge ciphertext under 

public key . On the other hand, when  is uniform in , the challenge ciphertext 

 is independent of   in the adversary's view.  

Probability analysis. If  does not abort,  view is identical to the real scheme. We 

define  be the event of  aborting during the simulation of  query. Let  

denote the total number of  queries, we have , which is 

maximized at . Using , the probability  is at least , 

where  is the base of the nature logarithm. Therefor, we have . 

This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 

Lemma 2. Our FIB-PRE scheme is IND-level1-CCA secure assuming the DBDH 

assumption holds, and , are collision-resistant hash functions. 

Proof. Suppose there is an adversary  who can break the IND-leval1-CCA security of 

our FIB-PRE scheme with non-negligible probability . We can construct a simulator  to 

solve DBDH problem with probability , such that . Simulator  inputs a 

DBDH instance  and has to distinguish  from a random 

value in .  first generates the target identity  that it intends to attack.  selects a 

random value , and sets .  also set . The random oracles 

 are defined in the same way as above.  

1. Setup: Let  be the security parameter,  be the threshold, and  be 

bilinear map. The global public parameters are  

. 

2. Query phase 1:  

(a) :  responds the  query in the same way as above. 

(b) :  searches whether there is a tuple  

 in . If yes,  returns  as the result, where 

 is the wildcard. Otherwise,  proceeds as follows: 

-- If  exists in ,  uses  to generate the re-encryption 

key  visa algorithm  as in the real scheme. Returns the re-

encryption key to  and adds  to , 

where  is randomly chosen in the  algorithm. 

-- Otherwise,  flips a biased coin . If ,  queries the  

oracle to get , and then generates  visa algorithm  as 

in the real scheme. Returns the re-encryption key to  and adds  

and  to  and  respectively, 

where  is randomly chosen in the  algorithm. If ,  

sets ,  , ,  

for randomly chosen . Then  constructs  
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 to encrypted a random  as in the real scheme.  forwards 

the re-encryption key to  and adds  to  

(c) :  responds the  query in the same way as 

above. 

3. Challenge: Once  decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs two equal length 

message ,  first checks that  does not exists in , 

where . If not,  outputs a random bit and aborts. Else,  chooses a 

random  and computes 

, 

Next,  generates  to encrypt  under identity . 

Finally,  sends  to . 

4. Query phase 2:  continues making queries as in the query phase 1 with the 

restrictions described in the IND-level1-CCA game. 

5. Guess:  outputs the guess , if , then output  meaning ; 

else output  meaning . 

Probability analysis. The same as Lemma 1. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.  

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, we proposed a new primitive called fuzzy identity-based proxy re-

encryption which allow an identity  to decrypt an encryption a re-encrypted ciphertext 

under identity , if and only if are close to each other measured by a certain metric. We 

formalize the FIB-PRE IND-CCA secure model and present an FIB-PRE scheme. Our 

scheme allows a certain error-tolerance on identities. Also, our scheme is CCA-secure and 

collusion-resistant. Many interesting questions are still remaining to be solved. One is 

how to construct a CCA-secure FIB-PRE scheme without random oracles. Additionally, 

as our scheme is proved in the select-ID model, constructions proved in the adaptive-ID 

model also remains to be solved. 
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